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A function/(z) analytic in the unit disk is said to belong to the Bergman
space Ap (0<p<oo) if §>ffî\f(reie)\prdr d6<oo.Itis clear that ,4* contains
the Hardy space Hp of analytic functions for which limr_i J§*| f(reie)\p d6<
oo. We adopt the convention that Acx>=Hco, the space of bounded analytic
functions in the disc.
Assuming that /(O) 5*0, we list the zeros of/in order of nondecreasing
modulus: 0<|z 1 |^|z 2 |^|z 3 |^- • - < l . We repeat zi according to the
multiplicity of the zero o f / a t zt. The sequence {zj is called the zero set
of/ If f e A* (resp. Hp), then zi will be called an A* (resp. H») zero
set. It has long been known that Hp zero sets (0<p^oo) are completely characterized by the condition 7 j £ i l/\zk\<oo. (Equivalently,
2 £ i l — |zfc|<oo.) In particular, the condition is independent of p.
Our results show that the situation for Ap zero sets is considerably more
complex.
LEMMA

1. If{zk} is an Ap zero set (0</?< oo), then
\Zk\

K=l

COROLLARY.

IfA*)=2Z*
LEMMA

p

If{zk} is an A zero set (0<p< oo), then for each e>0,

anz\ let 5 ^ = 2 ^

\ak\p,p>0.

2. IfS{^ = 0(Na)for some a ^ l , then ƒ G AP for allp<2\tL.

3. For some p, l ^ p ^ 2 , suppose that 2jv-i#~*»S'Ar)<00
N*-*S% =0(1). ThenfeAp\ l//?+l// = l.
LEMMA
}

an

^

Lemma 1 is proved by an application of Jensen's theorem. Lemmas 2
and 3 follow from corresponding coefficient conditions, after a summation
by parts. In particular, Lemma 3 is a consequence of the fact that
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